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REGULARITY OF THE a-NEUMANN PROBLEM

SO-CHIN CHEN

(Communicated by Clifford J. Earle, Jr.)

Abstract. In this_paper we prove that locally there is no obstruction to global

regularity for the 9-Neumann problem. By this we mean the following: Let D

be a smoothly bounded pseudoconvex domain in C" , n > 2 , and let p e D .

Given any m e Z+ , one can construct a smoothly bounded pseudoconvex

subdomain Dm Ç D such that bDm n bD contains an open neighborhood of

p in bD and the d -Neumann problem on Dm is globally regular up to order

m in the sense of the Sobolev norm.

1.  INTRODUCTION

Let F be a smoothly bounded pseudoconvex domain in C" , « > 2, and let p

be a boundary point. The d -Neumann problem on the domain D is concerned

with the existence and the regularity of the solution u to the following equation:

(1.1) Q(u,v) = (du,dv) + (Tu, Tv) = (f, V),

for all v e 21 AD) with given / e Lp AD), where 2 (D) is defined in our

Main Theorem. Namely, given / e Wp (D) for any k e Z+ , let uelf AD)

be the solution to the equation (1.1). Then we ask: is u e W AD) and

IMIfc < CJI/Hj. for some constant Ck > 0? The solution of this problem

implies that condition F holds on D. Here condition F means that the

Bergman projection on D maps C°°(D) into itself. Then by a well-known fact

(e.g., see [2]) that one can reduce the classification problem between smoothly

bounded pseudoconvex domains to simply examining the boundary invariants

of the domains. This is one of the main consequences of the d -Neumann

problem. For more details, see [10].

Next, a few words about the history of the d -Neumann problem are in order.

This problem was proved affirmatively by Kohn [ 11 ], [ 11 A], [ 12], [ 13] and Catlin

[5] when the domain D is of finite type in the sense of D'Angelo [9]. In fact

they obtained much stronger local results; i.e., subelliptic estimates of order e ,

0 < e < j . However, it is not hard to see that the singularity of the solution to
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the ô-equation can propagate along the complex variety sitting in the boundary.

Hence in general there is no hope of obtaining local regularity results for any

weakly pseudoconvex domain.

Catlin [6] first introduced the notion called property P. He showed that

if a smoothly bounded pseudoconvex domain satisfies property F, then global

regularity of the d -Neumann problem holds. However, an analytic variety is

still not allowed to exist on the boundary of domains with property F. Recently

Boas [4] showed, by using the localized version of property F, that the d-

Neumann problem is globally regular if the domains satisfy the requirement

that the Hausdorff two-dimensional measure of the set where the Levi-form

degenerates to infinite type is equal to zero. Also, Chen was able to prove [7]

that if the domain D is circular and satisfies some transversal condition on

the boundary, then global regularity of the d -Neumann problem holds on D .

Recently the author proved [8] that the d-Neumann problem is globally regular

on a class of weakly pseudoconvex domains with Levi-flat boundaries.

For arbitrary pseudoconvex domains this problem is still quite open. How-

ever, the main result proved in this paper shows that the local geometry of the

boundary presents no obstruction to the global regularity of the d -Neumann

problem.

Main Theorem. Locally there is no obstruction to global regularity for the d-

Neumann problem. By this statement we mean the following. Given any m e

7f, there is a smoothly bounded pseudoconvex subdomain Dm ç D such that

bDm n bD contains an open neighborhood of p in bD and such that the d-

Neumann problem is globally regular up to order m on Dm in the sense of

Sobolev norm; i.e., given f e Wp q(Dm), k < m, let u e Lp ADm) be the

solution to the d-Neumann problem,

(1.1) Q(u,v) = (du,dv) + (Tu,Tv) = (f, v)

for all v e 2p q(Dm). Then we have

(i) ueWp q(Dm), and the following estimate holds:

(ii)  \\u\\k < Ck\\f\\k, for some constant Ck> 0,

where Wp q(Dm) denotes the Sobolev space of order k of (p, q)-forms on Dm

and 2p q(Dm) denotes the space of all smooth (p, q)-forms on Dm that satisfy

the Neumann boundary conditions (e.g., see [10]).

Since global regularity for the d -Neumann problem implies condition F,

from the Main Theorem we obtain immediately the following corollary:

Corollary (D. Barrett [1]). Locally there is no obstruction to condition R. By this

statement we mean the following. Let D be a smoothly bounded pseudoconvex

domain in C" and let p ebD. Then for every positive integer m there is a

smoothly bounded subdomain Dm ç D such that bDm n bD contains an open

neighborhood of p in bD and the Bergman projection for Dm maps W (D )
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boundedly onto W (Dm) n H(Dm) for all k < m, where H(Dm) denotes the

space of holomorphic functions on Dm .

We hope that the result presented here can provide some insight into this

problem.

Finally the author would like to thank R. M. Range for many helpful discus-

sions during the preparations of this paper.

2. Proof of the main theorem

The formulation of the d -Neumann problem is now well known; for instance,

see [10]. So we omit it.

Let D c C" , n > 1, be a smoothly bounded pseudoconvex domain with

defining function r. Let p e bD be the origin in C". For any given m e

Zf , we are going to show that there exists a smoothly bounded pseudoconvex

subdomain Dm ç D such that bDm n bD contains an open neighborhood of

p in bD and that the d -Neumann problem on Dm is globally regular up to

order m measured in the Sobolev norm.

Consider the ball B0 with center p and radius p0, 0 < p0 < \/(4y/e), such

that there exists a C0 > 0, depending on m , satisfying

sup
z€DnBn

da /

dxa
<C0:

where the x 's are the real coordinates of the underlying space R " of C" . Put

C = C0+e for some small e > 0. Consider a decreasing sequence {pA^ with

px < p0 and p ■ —► 0. Denote by B   the ball with center p and radius p¡.

Now it is standard (e.g., see [3]) that one can construct a subdomain D¡ ç B

for each j such that

(i) Dj ç D and bD ■ n bD contains an open neighborhood of p in bD,

(ii) Dj is a smoothly bounded pseudoconvex domain,

(iii) the points of bD,- bD are strictly pseudoconvex, and

(iv) the defining function r. for D¡ agrees to infinite order with r on bD-n

bD.

Hence by continuity there exists a decreasing sequence of open neighborhoods

{yj}%\ suchthat

(i) bD, nbDC V. c F. c B. for all ; ,\ /       j —   j —    j —   j j
(ii) the following estimate holds uniformly for all j,

(     V-        d>7 - ')
(2.1) s_up_        J] J

zeDjnVj \\a\<m+4      ox

In particular, this implies that

<e.
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Now it is routine to construct a smooth bounded plurisubharmonic function on

Bj with large Hessian.

2,
Lemma 2.2. On B; for any given M > 0, M < (epAf , there exists a smooth

plurisubharmonic function k, e C°°(Bj), 0 < F < 1, such that for all z e Bj

and all t eC" , we have

a,ß=l        a        ß

a-,   ■

2

Proof. LetA,=*('")(,J>r+-"+l*.r
J j

Then by using this sort of plurisubharmonic function, D. Catlin proved [6]

that a compactness estimate holds on D   up to certain order.

Lemma 2.3 (Catlin). On D. we have, for all M < (epA2\-l

(i) ll/ir < m\df\V+\\d f\V)+KMf\\U - Cm e C0x(DJ),iffeDom(d)n
Dom(A), where || ||_, denotes the Sobolev norm of order -1. In particular, if

M = (epj )    , we have

ll/ll2 < (40e)p2J(\\df\\2 + \\Tff) + HC/lli,,       for some C} e CQX(DJ),

and

(ii) a weaker estimate holds on D¡, namely,

2<\\df\\2 + \\d*f\\2,

for all fe2pq(Dj) and all j.

Estimate (ii) is valid because p < Ar for all j . (See the proof in [6].)

Now we are ready to prove our Main Theorem. The idea is essentially con-

tained in Kohn-Nirenberg [14], so we simply outline the proof here. We first

apply the elliptic regularization technique developed in [14] to the form Q to

make it elliptic, namely, define the new form Qs for 0 < S < 1 on F as

follows:

(2.4)

Qs(ujS,v) = Q(ujâ,v) + ôJ2{(^ujS,^v) + (^fujS,^fv\\
•'=]V\ i i       / \ / I      A    y

= (fj,V),

for all v e 2pq(DJ) with given f} e CÇjDj). Here uJt e L2pJDj) is the
solution to equation (2.4). Since an elliptic-type estimate holds for Qs , we see

that u-g e C°° (DA for all ô > 0. The main point of the proof is to obtain

a uniform a priori estimate in ô for ujS in terms of f . So we introduce a

cut-off function <p. for each / with 0 < f¡ < 1 such that «. = 1 in some

open neighborhood of bD-nbD and such that tp, is supported in V-. Denote

by Dt(k) any tangential differential operator of order k, and by D(k) any
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differential operator of order k that may involve the normal differentiation.

Then the proof of the a priori estimate will be accomplished by induction on

k . That is, we are going to show that the following estimate (2.5) holds for all

Q , 0 < q < m . Here we put

h = E \WjD{ß)uj6t + E Qs(<PjDt(ß)"jS . <PjDt(ß)ujä)
(2.5) ß<i ß<i

<C(<7A)||/,||^,

where the summation runs over a finite basis of differential operators of order

ß , and the constant C(q, j) in general depends on q and j but will be inde-

pendent of ô > 0. The initial step q = 0 is easy to check simply by observing

the following fact:

The derivative of the cut-off function is supported at strongly

^ ' ' pseudoconvex points of D .

Therefore we assume that the estimate (2.5) is valid for all q < k - 1 . Then

we prove the case q = k. First we estimate the second terms in (2.5). By

commuting <p ¡DAß)  with d,  d  ,   -A   or  JL,   i = 1,...,«, we get, for
j OZ ¡ Q Z¡

ß = k:

(2.7) Qs((PjDt(k)ujS , <PjDt(k)uJS) = {fjDt(k)fj, <PjDt(k)ujS) + E.

The error terms F can be handled as follows. First we observe that the com-

mutators can be written in the following way:

k

(2.8) [d,Di(k)] = J2a/(z)D(l)Dt(k-A),
f=\

and
*:

(2.9) [D*(k),d] = YdD*(k-/)a,(z)D(l),
/=i

where D*(k) is the adjoint of Dt(k), and a/(z) denotes a smooth function

that results from taking commutators and from integration by parts. Similar

equations also hold if d is replaced by d*, Afa- or ¿jL, i = I, ... , n . It is

clear that a//,(z) involves only the derivatives of the defining function r, up to

certain order. Then we apply another fact:

(2.10) The estimate (2.1) (or (2.1) ' ) is uniform for all j up to order m.

Hence for each given m eZ+, there exists a constant C(m) > 0 such that

(2.11) sup   {\a/(z)\}<C(m).
z£suppç>;

The constant C(m) depends on m , but it will be independent of j by (2.10).

Next we have the following well-known trick:

(2.12) \AB\<^\A\2 + C\B\2,
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for any C > 0. Therefore we can make the coefficient 1/C as small as we wish

by choosing large C.

If we put these together, it is not hard to see that, by the induction hypotheses,

the error terms F can be estimated by

\E\ < COW/, + ^-(Qô{9iDt(k)ujS>9jDt(k)ujô)
(2.13) A

+ \\<pjDl(k)ujS\\2) + C,(m)\\D(l)<pjDt(k-l)ujâ\\2,

where Cx(m) and C3(m) are uniform in ;' and C3(m) may depend on the

constant C2> 0 that will be determined later.

Now we use the fact that Q is noncharacteristic to the boundary, so one can

estimate

(2.14)

\\D(l)<PjDt(k - l)ujS\\2 < cjQ(ç>jDt{k - l)ujS,<PjDt(k - l)u]S)

2n-\ \

+ £ WtpfrD^k - l)ujS\\2 + \\VjDt{k - 1)m,J2
/=i /

2n-l

< cuWjWl + c4 E \WjX,Dt(k-i)ujôt,

where Xx, ... , X2n_x  is a basis for the tangent space, and by (2.10) the con-

stant C4 is also uniform in ; .

So if we choose C2 large enough say, C2 > 5Cx(m), we get

(2.15)        Qs(iPjDt(k)uJS,VjDt(k)ujS)

2n-l

< C(J)\\fj\\l + C4 ■ C¿™) E W<PjXr*Dfk - 1)UjsW2'
/=l

Now we consider a finite spanning set of the Dt(k). By using Lemma 2.3(i),

we obtain

J2    \WjDt(k)ujSf
fit

(2.16)v ' finite sum

< C(j)\\fj\\l + (40e)p2 ■    J2    Qs(<PjDÁk)Ujo> 9jDt{k)ujS)

< C(j)\\fj\\l + (4Qe)p2j ■ C4C,(m)Y^ £ WlfrDfr - l)u]S\\2.
/=i

Therefore, if we choose j large enough (i.e., p} sufficiently small), one can

absorb the second term on the right-hand side of (2.16) by the left-hand side,

and get

(2.17) JZ Wfpmujtt^cmf^.
finite sum
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Equations (2.15) and (2.17) give the desired estimates for the tangential dif-

ferential operator Dt(k) of order k . The next step is to estimate the normal

derivatives of u¡s . This can be done easily simply by observing again that Q

is noncharacteristic to the boundary, and by applying estimate (2.14).

Finally, we choose another cut-off function \p. for each j, 0 < \p¡ < 1,

such that (p, + yf. s 1 on D . By noting that \p. is supported at strictly

pseudoconvex points of D-, one can obtain the desired a priori estimate on

Dj ; i.e.,

(2.18) \\ujl <C(;)||/J2,

for all k < m, and the constant C(j) is independent of ô. Then it follows

from the standard theorem (e.g., see [14] or [10]) that we have our main result.
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